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Introduction
"Big Data" has become a hot topic in mainstream IT; although large scale databases as well as data intensive computing has existed from the past, amassing petabytes to even zetabytes of data is becoming a reality, as overall data generation rate and its traffic, both on the Internet as well as dedicated instrumentation networks, are exploding at exponential ratio as Moore's law continues to speed up processing, enlarge memory, and increase sensor resolution, etc.
However, to most common people "Big Data" is almost synonymous to "mining people's private data (such as purchase history, credit card spending, location tracking, etc.) for marketing purposes". Such a definition is not only extremely narrow, limiting the potential application impact to the global society in areas such as medicine, energy, climate, manufacturing, etc., but also imposes unnecessary underestimation of the infrastructure necessary for future Big Data, causing unnecessary divide between traditional IDCs whose present-day "Big Data Infrastructure" often being a group of re-purposed web-server connected by at best 10GbE or even 1GbE endpoint speeds; this is in contrast with interconnects of supercomputers today offering a few orders of magnitude faster interconnects for massive data exchange for sophisticated processing of data.
during the period of Oct. 1st, 2013 to Sep. 30th, 2018. The project involves six internal teams, three being in EBD systems area and the other three in EBD applications, in order to pursue co-design of the EBD system stack. Figure 1 describes the overall scheme of the convergence of the HPC and the big data architecture, and the necessity of the co-design with EBD grand challenge applications.
In the project we plan on developing individual technological elements of EBD as mentioned above, such as designing the future HPC -Big Data convergent architecture, including memory hierarchy and network designs, as well as various algorithms and programing frameworks, along with acceleration of system-wide data and resource management. The co-design applications include life sciences, social simulations, and data assimilation in climate modeling, each with different system-level as well as API requirements for EBD. We will also pursue attaining toplevel performance in big data benchmarks, such as the Graph 500 [5] , which measures the absolute performance of graph processing, as well as the Green Graph 500 [6] , which ranks the power efficiency of machines when processing the graphs under the Graph 500 rule. In fact, on the November 2013 edition of the Green Graph 500, we achieved No.1 and No.4 in the world, the latter result attained while offloading most of the graph data structures onto a Flash NVM. Sorting is another important benchmark, where we aim to challenge Petabyte sorting speeds on modern many-core processors such as GPUs and Xeon Phis. Finally, we plan on integrating results from other groups working on large-scale big data hardware/software stack. Some of the candidate systems include the Berkeley Spark [9] and ORNL Adios [4] . Figure 2 describes the overall scheme, which instantiates some of the details from Figure 1 The intermediate results of the EBD project will be implemented on our next generation TSUBAME3.0 supercomputer, the successor to the highly successful TSUBAME2.0 [24] , to be commissioned in the first half of 2016. In the current design of TSUBAME3.0 is being done as the phase 2 of the overall evolution of EBD architecture, and in that sense, TSUBAME3.0 could be the first EBD convergent architecture in production.
The rest of the paper provides an overview of each element of our EBD project, focusing on the candidate architecture, followed by synopsis of the system and application groups and their status quo as of June, 2014, 9 months into the 5-year project. 
EBD Architecture
We will first discuss the envisioned EBD architecture. We will construct a series of EBD architecture prototypes, either by adding additional resources to existing machines such as the TSUBAME-KFC, or by building one entirely new. For both types of machines, the intent is to assess the behavior of EBD applications of the future; for this purpose, we will identify the various EBD benchmarks, as well as the EBD co-design applications, in order to model the performance requirements of several classes of EBD applications running on the prototype hardware.
At the same time, we will work with various vendors we have relationships with in our TSUBAME project. Of particular importance is the design of the overall memory hierarchy in relationship to the massively parallel, many-core processors such as the GPU or Xeon Phi that are representative of the current generation of hardware. Non-volatile memory will be used judiciously in order to attain large memory and storage capacity while preserving performance as much as possible. The four phases of the prototypes are being planned as follows: the first phase will involve standard mSATA SSD devices; second generation will involve much faster M.2 flash devices and large number of I/O channels directly utilizing fast I/O busses such as PCI-e; the third generation will incorporate next generation NVM directly connected to memory or some type of coherent bus such as HyperTransport or NVIDIA NV-Link; the third generation will involve placing flash memory or preferably newer generations of NVM on the memory bus of the CPU along with the DRAM, greatly enhancing the bandwidth and lowering the latency; finally, the future, forth generation hardware will integrate NVM, DRAM, and the lightweight data-centric processing core on the same 3-D die-stacking configuration, possibly integrated with heavyweight scalar-centric core that provides for performance in low-threaded workloads ( Figure 3 ). For the last architecture, the traditional I/O bandwidth will equal the memory bandwidth on 3-D.
For each generation, we will be building a prototype, and/or creating a simulation environment to investigate their performance implications.
• Phase1 (2010-TSUBAME2.0-2.5 generation -Flash SSD local burst buffer): Each node will embody one or more server-grade SSD in place of HDDs, resulting in capacity of 100GB-1TB range. Although such configuration is becoming more commonplace, in 2010 the durability of SSDs were substantially questioned under heavy generalized HPC workload for TSUBAME2.0, which for the first time for a petascale supercomputer embodied 60GB × 2 sever-grade SLC SSDs per each node. Fortunately, such a concern has been disproven, for the nearly 3,000 SSDs in TSUBAME2.0 has seen very small number of failures, despite many of the localized and thus heavy I/O workloads being delegated to the SSDs. The aggregate capacity of SSDs in TSUBAME2.0 was 190 Terabytes, with approximately 400-500GB/s of I/O Bandwidth.
• Phase2 (2015-TSUBAME3.0 generation -large capacity flash with small embedded SSD modules): Each node will be designed from ground-up to embody multiple small highbandwidth SSD modules such as the M.2 module with PCI-e connection. This will allow for pseudo-direct DMA access of the flash modules, and allows for global management of all the SSDs aggregated as a single namespace entity. Aggregate capacity can be as high as 10 Petabytes, with 10 Terabyte/s I/O bandwidth, which is several times faster compared to all the Top500 machines, whose I/O bandwidth does not exceed 2 Terabytes/s.
• Phase3: (2017-2020 Non Volatile Memory Modules): By placing the non-volatile memory modules onto the memory bus, in the form of DIMM or other modules, will allow for great increase in bandwidth and capacity while lowering the latency considerably, with DIMM modules affording bandwidths of 25 Gigabyte/s or greater. However, since the system will have to be composed of both DRAM and NVM DIMMs due to durability as well as performance issues, effective algorithms to make use of each memory region according to the access characteristics of memory objects must be devised. I/O bandwidth can become as high as Petabyte/s range depending on the NVM technology.
• Phase4: (2020-): (3-D integration of NVM and DRAM and PIM) The ultimate evolution of the architecture is 3-D stacking of NVM and DRAM on a low power processor, which is in effect a PIM (Processor-In-Memory) in modern incarnation3. Optionally, large cores can be integrated using 2.5D interposer technology for low latency, low-threaded processing.
Such an architecture will totally unify NVM with DRAM, with tremendous bandwidth while being low power with 3-D stacking. I/O bandwidth, which is essentially on par with the memory bandwidth, can reach 10s to 100s of Petabytes/s, achieving a Yottabyte/year data processing capability. As such, the evolution of the I/O bandwidth can be high as 4-5 orders of magnitude in 10 years, from hundreds of Gigabytes/s for TSUBAME2.0 in 2010, to 10s of Petabytes/s for the 2020-fourth generation EBD machine. The issue then, is what are the system software, programming paradigms, basic EBD algorithms, and applications that could best utilize such immense and rapid increase in performance. 
EBD System Software
As described in previous section, EBD machines are based on various novel technologies derived from extreme-scale supercomputing, such as many-core parallel processing, ultra high bandwidth/low latency networks, non-volatile memory techniques, and high performance database techniques, etc.. Therefore, we have to develop completely redesigned new software stacks that support EBD architecture, since existing conventional system software can not support such new hardware device technologies.
Many-core I/O
Many-core processors such as GPU can provide extremely fast computational power and high memory bandwidth; however, the capacity of memory on GPU devices are limited in size to accommodate EBD applications. In order to mitigate the GPU capacity problem, we have designed a novel I/O prototype machine that consist of multiple GPU accelerators and multiple mini SATA (mSATA) SSD devices. In particular, aggregation of multiple mSATA SSDs and strategy for utilization the GPU and NVM devices are essential to perform high bandwidth, high IOPS as well as large capacity and low energy consumption. Our preliminary results based on basic I/O bandwidth to the prototype with 16 of mSATA SSD devices by fio I/O benchmarks exhibit that the sequential read bandwidth achieves 7.69GB/s (92.4% of theoretical peak), and the write bandwidth achieves 3.8GB/s (90.2% of theoretical peak). The results also exhibit that using multiple mSATA SSDs performs 3.20 to 7.60 times faster than a common PCI-e attached flash memory device, and 11.1 to 17.8 times faster than conventional SSDs attached on a local compute node of TSUBAME 2.5. We also measure the performance of a matrix-vector multiplication benchmark that overlaps file I/O from/to NVMs, memory copy between host and GPUs, and computation on GPUs. The results using 280MB to 140GB of input matrices, which exceed the GPU memory capacity, exhibit that our prototype can achieve 3.06GB/s from 8 mSATA SSDs to a GPU device by using the RAID0 configuration with appropriate stripe size. We also found that using pinned memory and setting small chunk size for overlapping significantly affect data transfer performance.
Programming Framework
EBD architecture with deep memory hierarchy is encapsulated as EBD objects. In order to operate EBD architecture from applications, we provide a programming framework for the EBD objects based on the system-level programming model and the user-level programming model. The system-level programming model provides specific interfaces and concrete implementations for EBD objects to collect hardware information and to control data layout, while the user-level programming model provides several features to control EBD objects from applications.
As an example of ongoing work on the EBD programming framework, we have developed a MapReduce-style programming framework, called HAMAR (Highly Accelerated MapReduce) for massively data parallel processing on EBD machines with deep hierarchical memory [26] . Our framework automatically handles memory overflows from GPUs by dynamically dividing data into multiple chunks and overlaps CPU-GPU data transfer and computation on GPUs as much as possible. Our experimental results for PageRank graph applications on TSUBAME2.5 using 1024 nodes (12288 CPU cores, 3072 GPUs) exhibit that our GPU-based implementation performs 2.10x faster than running on CPU when the size of graph exceeds the capacity of GPU's device memory.
Basic Algorithms
Based on novel features of of massively parallel many-core processors and nonvolatile memory devices, we develop basic algorithms, such as indexing, multi dimensional array matching, sorting, unstructured graph search, spatial clustering, etc., to support EBD applications.
As an instance of implementation to overcome deepening memory hierarchy in extreme-scale computing systems, we have developed a fast graph processing implementation with a novel graph offloading technique using NVMs for Hybrid BFS (Breadth-First Search) algorithm that is widely used in the Graph500 benchmark [21] . Hybrid BFS uses a mixture of two approaches, a conventional top-down approach and a bottom-up approach by changing search directions using parameters. Based on the DRAM-based NUMA-optimized Hybrid BFS implementation called NETAL (NETwork Analysis Library), which achieves 10.5 GTEPS on the Graph500 list (November 2012), we carefully offload infrequent accessed graph data to secondary semi-external memory devices such as NVMs and directly read the data on the devices on demand. The results using Graph500 problems shows that our approach with highly localized data access can achieve competitive performance with the conventional DRAM only approach, although we aggressively extend memory footprints onto NVMs. Using the implementation with some improvements, we have also achieved 4.35MTEPS/Watt on a Scale 30 problem and ranked the 4th position in the big data category in the Green Graph500 (November 2013), which is the 1st position using a single commodity server in the big data category.
Large-scale distributed sorting is another instance for EBD basic algorithms. Splitter-based parallel sorting algorithms are known to be highly efficient for distributed sorting due to their low communication complexity. Although using GPU accelerators could help to reduce the computational cost in general, their effectiveness in distributed sorting algorithms on large-scale heterogeneous GPU-based systems have not been well studied. We accelerate the existing HykSort algorithm by offloading costly computation phases to GPU devices. Preliminary investigations show that the local sort phase is dramatically accelerated by GPUs, while the merge phase achieves negligible performance improvement. We then evaluate the performances of our implementation with only local sort acceleration on the TSUBAME2.5 supercomputer that comprises over 4000 NVIDIA K20x GPUs. Performance evaluation of weak scaling shows that we achieve 389 times speedup with 0.25TB/s throughput when sorting 4TB 64bit integer on 1024 nodes compared to running on 1 node; on the other hand, for CPU vs. GPU comparison, our implementation achieves only 1.40 times speedup using 1024 nodes.
Distributed Object Store for EBD Applications
Extreme big data (EBD) applications may involve parallel access from handreds of thousands of processes, which requires not only scalable performance of bandwidth but also I/O operations per seconds (IOPS) to the number of processes. Important issue for scalable I/O bandwidth is to maximize access locality to read and write data, and to accomodate parallel access of metadata such as location of the data, from hundreds of thousands of clients. To improve the read access locality, data location aware process scheduling is essential, which assigns processes depending on the input data location. Regarding the write access, it is necessary to find a space to maximize the locality that may depend on successive processes that read the data as an input.
This approach is adopted by Google file system [18] and MapReduce [15] . The Google file system stores data blocks at local storage on compute nodes. The data blocks are replicated to improve reliability and availability. Jobs of the MapReduce are allocated on compute nodes considering the data block locations. Open source Apache Hadoop [1] implements the design of Google file system and MapReduce, and plenty of research follows [14, 39, 40] . The Gfarm file system [35] and the Pwrake workflow system [33] cover general workflow execution using this locality aware approach. The Gfarm file system also stores data at local storage on compute nodes. The Pwrake workflow system executes a workflow written in Rakefile in parallel assigning processes on a compute node where the input data is stored. The Pwrake, moreover, allocates processes to minimize data transfer size among compute nodes during a whole workflow execution by multi-constraint graph partitioning [34] , which can reduce data transfer size of intermediate data generated during the workflow execution.
EBD applications do not really require posix file system interface. It requires rather key-value interface but having additional features. The first additional feature is specifying a collection of key-value pairs. We call this collection a bag. The second feature is a range query of keys to form a bag. How to form a bag is still under discussion, but the range query is considered to be a basic operation to select key-value pairs. The third feature is to specify parallel operations for one or two bags. When one bag is specified, the operations will be applied to each key in the specified bag in parallel. When two bags are specified, they will be applied to all combinations of two keys in each bag in parallel, which supports O(mn) complexity computation when bags include m and n keys, respectively. The forth feature is a parallel query to analyze the output data. We are designing an EBD distributed object store that has the above features, which consists of distributed metadata server and local object stores (Figure 4 ). Regarding a local object store, we assume flash storage device and non-volatile storage class memory in which the I/O performance is improved by parallel data access. Hard disk drives have been a major storage device, which performs well for sequential contiguous access, but not for parallel random accesses. On the other hand, in case of flash storage and non-volatile storage class memory, the I/O performance is improved by accessing in parallel. We design a nonblocking local object store that does not require a lock for concurrent accesses using the OpenNVM API [3] . The OpenNVM API provides a sparse address space and an atomic write operation. Traditional file system design manages blocks of file data using multi-level indirect reference. Instead, our design is based on a large-size region using the sparse address space, which avoids the overhead of indirect references. A preliminary evaluation shows scalable IOPS performance when the number of thread increases. When using 16 threads, it achieves 190 Kops/sec, while IOPS of existing directFS and XFS is not improved and stays at 61 and 16 Kops/sec, respectively.
Regarding a range query of keys, we are currently designing in-memory lock-free concurrent B+Tree. Supported operations are search, insert and delete. Dynamic rebalancing of the tree, i.e. tree nodes merge and split, is also supported. Nodes to be split or merged are frozen until replaced by new nodes. Search is not delayed by rebalancing. Search could access old (frozen) and new nodes. New Nodes may be modified for insert or delete only after replacement took place. Insert and delete operations help finalize the replacement of encountered frozen nodes. Currently the design is under the validation.
EBD Interconnection Networks

Objective
Extreme big data (EBD) processing would generate different access patterns from traditional stencil and uniform communications in parallel scientific applications and lightweight communications in datacenters. It sometimes becomes access to remote flash devices, while traditional HPC applications rely on remote direct memory access. In this section we will design interconnection networks for such EBD processing. Figure 5 shows our quantitative goals of EBD interconnection networks. Our main challenges are (1) communication to remote flash in low latency, i.e. less than 10µs for 4kB transfer, and (2) optimization of non-regular access that may be determined by each execution. In this context we will attempt to make a new network topology and its custom deadlock-free routing, and fine-grain direct communication mechanism to storage. It is free from TCP/IP basis and we will support native communication, e.g. IBverb on InfiniBand.
Existing Datacenter and Supercomputer Networks
Existing interconnection networks for massively parallel computing can be classified into datacenter and supercomputer networks. Typical datacenter networks (DCNs) are built with a hierarchical structure with so-called top-of-rack (ToR) switches, aggregation switches, cluster routers, and border routers [10] . Since Ethernet has a good economy especially for 1Gbps and 10Gbps links and switches, it commonly used in DCNs. Fat tree or tree topologies are commonly used in DCNs, because they fit with its layered structure and user partitioning. By contrast, supercomputer networks use high-bandwidth links, such as 40Gbps, with custom routing on regular tightly-coupled topologies, such as k-ary n-cubes. Since InfiniBand is frequently used in supercomputer networks, it can support arbitrary topologies with their custom routings. Supercomputer networks are well optimized to regular communication patterns, such as stencil or uniform access by making the best use of regular structure. Our EBD interconnection networks should be different from both DCNs and supercomputer networks, because non-regular unpredictable access patterns are essential for EBD processing (see Figure 5 ).
Preliminary Design of EBD Interconnection Networks
Network Topology
Our preliminary design focuses on network topology. We attempt to make a metatopology in order to minimize jitter of network latency and average network latency for EBD direct storage communication that includes little regularity. For a given switch degree, we already propose a design framework of network topology [17] . The proposed topology introduces random connections to achieve low latency, but does so in a way that accounts for the physical layout of the topology so as to lead to further cable length and latency reductions [17] . Figure 6 is an example of the proposed topology and its layout. Graph analysis results [17] showed that the proposed topology has good properties in terms of latency, cable length, and throughput, when compared to traditional low-degree torus and moderate-degree hypercube topologies, to highdegree fully-connected Dragonfly topologies [22] , to the HyperX [11] topology, and to recently proposed fully random topologies [23] . Figure 5 . An overview of EBD interconnection networks Figure 6 . An example of the proposed network topology
Low-jitter Routing
Our key challenge for the network topology that has a little regularity, such as one in the previous subsection, is to minimize the jitter of end-to-end latency for arbitrary pair of compute nodes. Historically a minimal or shortest-path deadlock-free routing has been used for interconnection networks. By contrast, in EBD interconnection networks, to minimize the variation of end-to-end network latency, our design allows to have non-minimal paths. We are also planning to use a quality-of-service (QoS) mechanism for this purpose.
A potential scalability issue is the computational cost of path computation for topologyagnostic deadlock-free routing, which is more complex than when routing on structured topologies (see the survey in [16] ). However, this computation needs to be performed only when initially deploying the system and after a change in system configuration (e.g. due to link/switch failure). Consequently, concerns about path computation should arise only at extremely large scale [23] .
Preliminary Evaluation
We use a cycle-accurate network simulator written in C++ [23] . A header flit transfer requires at least 60 ns delay for a switch, including routing, virtual-channel allocation, switch allocation, and flit transfer from an channel to an output channel through a crossbar. Link delay is assumed to be 5 ns/m on an optical cable and the length of each cable is computed based on the cabinet layout. We use deadlock-free low-jitter routing for the proposed topology. We use three synthetic traffic patterns that determine source-and-destination pairs, namely random uniform. Figure 7 shows latency (averaged over all messages) vs. accepted traffic (the load that is injected into the network in Gbps/host) for all three traffic patterns, for networks with 256 switches located in 64 cabinets. Our EBD interconnection networks, named as "Skywalk" in the figures, achieves latency lower than that of Random for the same degree. Only Dragonfly, resp. HyperX, has latency lower than Skywalk but with a much higher degrees of 19, resp. 17, when compared to Skywalk's degree of at most 11 in these results [17] . Average latency vs. throughput (results are taken from our previous work [17] ). "Skywalk" is the design for our EBD interconnection networks.
Proxy EBD Applications
Metagenome Analysis
Today, the production of biological and medical data has been rapidly increased year by year. Particularly, the increase of genomic data is outstanding because of the improvement of DNA sequencers, which are generally called next-generation sequencers. The latest sequencer, Illumina's HiSeq 2500, can produce several hundred billions of base pairs (bp) of sequence data on a single run of the machine. The throughput of the system is approximately 10,000 times higher than that of previous sequencers. However, current most sequencers only produce information in short fragments of DNA sequences called reads. Thus, it is necessary to perform various analyses based on the DNA reads on a computer for obtaining biologically useful information. The current genome analyses require not only computation power but also huge storage and I/O performance because the analyses have to read huge amount of queries and a large reference sequence database and write the results whose size is often equal to or more than that of queries.
Emerging requirements on metagenome analysis
Metagenome analysis is the study of the genomes of uncultured microbes obtained directly from microbial communities in their natural habitats. The analysis is useful for not only understanding symbiotic systems but also watching environment pollutions [36] . However, the analysis has to deal with multiple organisms simultaneously and thus the size of the query sequences become extremely big data. It is often hundreds times larger than that of general genome analysis. In addition, metagenome analysis requires comparisons of sequence data obtained from a sequencer with sequence data of remote homologues in databases. Therefore, sensitive sequence homology searches and huge reference sequence database, which contains genome sequences of all known organisms, are required in metagenome analysis. As a result, comparison of EBD (queries) versus EBD (reference databases) is required, and there are serious problems both in the requirement of computation power and I/O performance.
For dealing the requirement of computation power on metagenome analysis, we have already developed several novel sequence search algorithms and tools for metagenome analysis. GHOSTM is a GPU-accelerated homology search tool and achieved calculation speeds that were 130 times faster than BLAST [28] . GHOSTX employs suffix array-based fast algorithm and achieved approximately 131-165 times acceleration over BLAST at similar levels of sensi-tivity [29] . However, by using the fast search algorithm, the problem of I/O performance had become more serious. Figure 8 shows the speedup of the GHOSTM-based metagenome analysis on TSUBAME2.0 of Tokyo Institute of Technology. The speedup drastically deceases at 2,520 GPUs because of insufficient load balancing and I/O performance of the system [27] . The result indicated the more sophisticated system especially for I/O handing is required for large-scale metagenome analysis. Now, we are developing a novel metagenomic data analysis pipeline on TSUBAME2.5 and K computer at the RIKEN Advanced Institute for Computational Science. To improve the load balancing and I/O processes, we avoided using a simple batch job system, and developed "mpidp" that is a versatile job distribution framework based on Master-Worker model. The system, GHOST-MP, has already showed clearly better scaling than the previous system on TSUBAME2.5 ( Figure 9 ) 
Metagenome analysis of human oral microbiome
We are now analyzing huge amount of human oral microbiome metagenome data released by human microbiome project (HMP) [19] on K computer. The data consists of 418 samples from various parts of human oral cavity, and includes approximately 26 billion reads, which is more than 5Tb (base pairs) ( Table 1) . For every query read sequences, we have performed sensitive sequence homology searches to well-annotated reference sequence database (KEGG genes) and revealed evolutionally related proteins. Several biological analyses of the results, which include analysis of active genes on metabolic pathways (Figure 10 ), have been finished but the most of analyses are now ongoing.
Novel APIs for EBD processing
Through the large-scale metagenome analysis on K computer and TSUBAME2.5, the bottlenecks of the pipeline have been gradually emerged. In addition, the "mpidp" is a simple tool and is not encapsulated. To use the current "mpidp", the users have to write additional codes and instruct the disk accesses. Therefore, we are now designing novel APIs for processing EBD such as metagenome data. Currently, we focus on metagenome analysis. However, the other applications such as protein-protein interaction prediction [25] and in silico screening of Figure 10 . Active pathways in whole supragigival plaque samples drug compounds also have to read and write huge amount of data, and importantly require a cross matching between EBD (query) versus EBD (reference). We will also perform requirement analysis for these applications in order to make the APIs be more universal.
Large-Scale Graph Analytics and Billion-Scale Social Simulation
This section introduces some of the example applications handling extremely big data with supercomputers such as large-scale network analysis, X10-based large-scale graph analytics library, Graph500 benchmark, and billion-scale social simulation.
ScaleGraph: X10-Based Large-Scale Graph Analytic Library
Recently, large-scale graph analytics has become a very popular topic owing to the emergence of gigantic graphs whose number of vertices and edges is in millions, billions or even trillions. Many graph analytics libraries and frameworks have been proposed with various computational models and programming languages to deal with such graphs. X10 programming language is a PGAS language that aims at both software performance and programmer's productivity. We introduce ScaleGraph library [7] developed using X10 programming to illustrate the use of X10 for large-scale graph analytics. ScaleGraph library provides XPregel framework that is inspired by Google's Pregel computation model, serving as a building block for implementing graph kernels. We also optimized X10 runtime in some parts such as collective communication, String data representation, data structure, and file IO, to achieve further performance. As of this writing, the library supports varous parallel and distributed graph kernels such as PageRank, spectral clustering, degree distribution, betweenness centrality, HyperANF, strongly-connected component, maximum flow, single source shortest path, and breadth first search.
We evaluated the performance and scalability of all graph kernels available in ScaleGraph libraries on top of the TSUBAME 2.5 supercomputer with up to 128 nodes. The result shows that most kernels could solve billion-scale artifical data following social network structures and also achieve moderate scalability. We also performed the evaluation using the Twitter network as 2012/10 whose graph is composed of 496 millions of users and 28.5 billions of following relationships. The library successfully handles such a gigantic graph on 128 of machine nodes. To the best of our knowledge, ScaleGraph is the first X10-based library to address performance, scalability and productivity issues in dealing with large-scale graph analytics.
Graph500 Benchmark
As an alternative to Linpack, Graph500 [5] was recently developed. We conducted a thorough study of the algorithms of the reference implementations and their performance in an earlier paper [32] . Based on that work, we implemented a scalable and high-performance implementation of an optimized Graph500 benchmark for large distributed environments [37] [38] . In contrast to the computation-intensive benchmark used by TOP500, Graph500 is a dataintensive benchmark. It does breadth-first searches in undirected large graphs generated by a scalable data generator based on a Kronecker graph. There are six problem classes: toy, mini, small, medium, large, and huge. Each problem solves a different size graph defined by a Scale parameter, which is the base 2 logarithm of the number of vertices. For example, the level Scale 26 for toy means 226 and corresponds to 1010 bytes occupying 17 GB of memory. The six Scale values are 26, 29, 32, 36, 39 , and 42 for the six classes. The largest problem, huge (Scale 42), needs to handle around 1.1 PB of memory. As of this writing, Scale 40 is the largest that has been solved by a top-ranked supercomputer. Our work [37] proposed an optimized method based on 2D partitioning and other methods such as communication compression and vertex sorting. Our optimized implementation can handle BFS (Breadth First Search) of a large graph with Scale 35 with 462.25 GE/s while using 1366 nodes and 16,392 CPU cores. This competition is greatly challenging since new scalable algorithms have been proposed rapidly. We have been continuously enhancing the scalable algorithm and implementation on various supercomputers.
Billion-Scale Social Simulation
We introduce billion-scale social simulation [30] [31] in this section. Towards the contribution to the human society, global economy, ecology, the analysis of human brain characteristics and our daily life, the research in multi-agent simulation is entering into the era of simulating billionscale agents. Although prior arts tackle distributed agent simulation platform to achieve this goal, it is not sufficient to simulation billion-scale agent behaviors. Based on this observation, we report the first effort for building such an infrastructure platform that handles billion-scale agent simulation platform. In our previous work, we introduce X10-based agent simulation platform for such a purpose and presents its application to traffic simulation. We were able to handle only at maximum 10 millions of agents, but the performance was not scalable due to various reasons such as work load imbalance, global synchronization. Our work in [31] present the work of purely implementing the whole simulation stack including both the simulation runtime and the application layer such as traffic simulation by the use of the state-of-the-art PGAS language. By implementing the system in such a manner and evaluating the system in highly distributed systems, it is observed that the system can be close to handle billion-scale agents in near real-time. The first experimental result is that the performance scalability is greatly achieved by simulating 1 millions of agents on 1536 CPU cores and 256 nodes in the TSUBAME 2.5 supercomputer. By compiling fully X10-based agent simulation system into C++ and MPI, it only takes 77 seconds for 600 simulation steps which is nearly 10 times faster than real-time. Moreover, by using the entire whole country-wide network of India as the agents underlying infrastructure, we successfully simulated 1 billion agents with 400 nodes. This is the first attempt to deal with such a gigantic number of agents and we believe that this infrastructure would be the basis of large-scale agent simulation in various fields.
Big Data Assimilation in Weather Forecast Applications
Contemporary weather forecasting relies on numerical simulations, and the accuracy of numerical weather prediction (NWP) is very sensitive to the accuracy of initial conditions or estimates of the current state of the atmosphere. Data assimilation provides the optimal combination of numerical simulations and observational data based on statistical mathematics and finds accurate initial conditions for more accurate forecasts.
The EBD issue arises in NWP due to the rapid increase of data volume in numerical simulations and observations. With leading-edge high-performance computing and sensing technologies, we may design an extremely demanding NWP system by a factor of 100 or more, that is what we call the "Big Data Assimilation (BDA)" revolution. We foresee that the future of NWP would be directed to the BDA, that is considered to be an important EBD application.
The rapid development of high-performance computing technologies enables higherresolution simulations, which in turn enable an effective use of dense and frequent observations that have not been used well previously. In fact, dense observations from satellites are thinned if the numerical simulations cannot represent the small-scale phenomena captured by satellites. Also, new sensing technologies enable new types of sensors that produce data at a rate greater by two orders of magnitude than the current sensors. For example, the phased array weather radars (PAWR) implemented at Osaka and Kobe provide three-dimensional scanning of raindrops every 30 seconds at a 100-m resolution with 100 elevation angles, these numbers compared with about 15 elevation angles in 5 minutes or so in conventional Doppler radars. The next-generation geostationary satellite "Himawari-8" of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) is capable of scanning a few limited areas in 30 seconds, compared with the current rapid scan in 5 minutes.
The data produced by the new types of sensors are extremely rapid and useful for capturing smaller-scale phenomena. Severe weather events may be caused by a single cumulonimbus cloud at a few km scale with lifetime of the order of 10 minutes. For such short phenomena, the linear tangent assumption made in most data assimilation methods would be valid only in the order of less than a minute. This motivates us to design a super-rapid NWP system using the every-30-second data from the new types of sensors. At this moment, only the leadingedge supercomputers can run simulations at a 100-m or higher resolution to make use of the dense and frequent data. About 2 Peta floating point operations are required to run 100 30-second simulations at a 100-m resolution. 100 simulations provide an approximate representation of the forecast uncertainties in the local ensemble transform Kalman filter [20] , an advanced data assimilation algorithm. We may spend only 10 seconds for the 100 simulations for timely forecasts, requiring 200 TFLOPS effective performance; this is possible using a quarter of 10-Peta-FLOPS "K computer" if we assume relatively optimistic 10 % efficiency.
The 100 simulations produce 200 GB data, that are transferred to the data assimilation module in a few seconds. Data assimilation merges the 200 GB forecast data with observations in the past 30 seconds, and produces another 200 GB data for the next 30-second forecasts. The tandem forecast-assimilation procedure are repeated every 30 seconds as new data keep coming so frequently.
To build the revolutionary rapid-update NWP system with high reliability, a co-design of software and hardware is essential. The rapid data transfer between forecast and data assimilation modules requires sufficient hardware capacity with specialized software design. Also, we expect that massively parallel high-performance EBD hardware would fail at a certain rate, while the data will keep coming every 30 seconds. In case of hardware failure, we may be forced to skip several steps of data assimilation. We could take advantage of four-dimensional LETKF [20] , in which the past data are treated simultaneously in a single data assimilation step. Namely, we could skip several steps during the hardware failure, but still keep all data used effectively.
The BDA system with 30-second update cycles is two orders of magnitude more rapid than the currently used NWP systems. The operational global NWP is updated typically every 6 hours for synoptic weather at 2000 km scale. At the highest frequency for mesoscale weather at 20 to 200 km scale, forecasts are updated every hour in regional NWP systems including the Rapid Refresh (RAP) at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the Local Forecasting Model (LFM) at JMA. The 100-times more rapid processing of BDA is extremely demanding, but it is worth exploring such a rapid system to prevent and mitigate disasters caused by local severe weather such as heavy rainstorm and tornadoes.
Conclusions
We have introduced and gave an overview of our latest EBD (Extreme Big Data) project, which aims to achieve future convergence of big data and extreme supercomputing. By utilizing existing as well as future technologies gearing towards exascale, such as massively parallel processors, non-volatile memory, 3-D memory stacking, as well as high-bandwidth optics network, a new EBD convergent architecture can be constructed with which exabytes of data can be effectively processed. On top, a new system software stack that maximizes the underlying hardware to allow for massive data to be processed fast, including components such as bottomlevel communication layer, distributed object management, basic algorithmic and programming frameworks, resource management, etc., is being developed, with considerations for exploiting other big data software framework. In order to assure that the EBD application requirements are being properly reflected, the system group is engaged in a co-design activity with three EBD application groups, each encompassing different type of application area as well as requirements. The results of the research will be deployed not only onto prototype hardware, but also production machines such as TSUBAME3.0, which is slated to be deployed in the first half of 2016 as one of the first "EBD" convergent production machine. As mentioned the project has only begun, still in its first year, but we have already achieved some notable results such as being world #1 on the Green Graph 500 list.
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